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Outlook Scheduling Assistant Tool is the best way to Schedule 

Meetings, Meet Ups, and  Collaboration Session when trying to 

find time in everyone’s busy day.  

 Plan Meetings without those annoying back-and-forth 

email chains of “No, that time isn’t good for me, what 

about…” using this tool will allow for quick and efficient 

communications when planning out your day. 

 

 

 

 On the Tool below you can see at a quick glance that there 

are a few time slots that Tadd & Nicole can connect. That’s 

how simple it is to verify “Flex Time” for us all to assist, 

collaborate, and team–up with one another. 
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District  5   FCT 

 Weekly Hours 

1,920
One-Thousand Nine-Hundred and Twenty MINUTES 

“Time is the most valuable 

coin in your life. You and 

you alone will determine 

how that coin will be 

spent.” - Carl Sandburg 

 
MINUTES  

Per 8h Shift 

32 TTR = 1920 Min. / 4 (8h) Days = 480 Minutes per Day  
We each have a Bank Account of Time, and we must spend wisely.  

How much of your 480 is lost? Here are  some helpful tips:  

 Using Outlook Calendar you can schedule every 15 min 

block of your day to keep you on track and find that you 

have more time then you thought. 

 Be Detailed about your day. When creating a Time Block 

in Calendar you can put notes, lists, links, etc. 

  Remember to allow for “Flex Time” - spaces between 

tasks to allow for those 911s, like helping out fellow FCTs. 

 Make sure to put “Pause” Moments for yourself to gather 

your thoughts, breathe, stretch, and most importantly to 

smile.  

       Questions for Group Discussion 

1. How detailed is your day-to-day Calendar? 

2. Do you allow for Flex Time? What’s the benefits on Pause Moments? 

3. How can Investing your time now to free up time for you in the future? 

4. Is your calendar detailed enough for your team to utilize Schedule Assist Tool? 

SIGN UP TO LEARN 
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Steps to Find Scheduling Assistant 


